March 15, 2021

**No Rescue in Biden’s “American Rescue Plan”**

In 44 BC, March 15 became the deadline for Romans to settle debts. That’s not possible for America today. Covid-19 lockdowns and out of control spending have put us nearly $30 trillion dollars in debt. One trillion dollars is a million million dollars.

The so-called American Rescue Plan has little to do with Covid and costs nearly $2 trillion. It’s not a rescue plan; it’s a plan to put us even deeper in debt, endangering the future of every American.

Although 99 percent recover from Covid, public health officials led with fear, creating a financial crisis. It’s time to stop the bleeding, ignore public health officials, care take but take off the masks, get back to work, return to school, and start to live again. Our future, the American future, depends on it.